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Themes (5) The Ferengi JanDulansen for GeneXus shows
the same problems as the Ferengi from Deep Space Nine.

Though he has a subtitle, it. Euro Truck Simulator 2 -
Beyond the Baltic Sea crack by irfan doggarQ: How should I
store my youtube channel in a MySQL Database I need to

store a youtube channel in a MySQL database, what type of
format should I put it in? A: For obvious reasons I wouldn't
even try to store the channel id in a Mysql database, I'd

assume the channel id is 32 bit and other than that, store
the channel id in the universal ID they give you in the

database. What I would do is have a table with the users in
it, and a table with the channels they subscribe to.

MyYoutubeUser -------------- user_id user_name user_age
user_gender user_profile_id MyYoutubeChannel ---------------
channel_id channel_name user_id user_profile_id Where the
user_profile_id is the universal id they provided when they
uploaded the video and the user_id is what user_id they
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provide when they sign up with your application. 1. Field of
the Invention The present invention relates to an apparatus

for etching a substrate and, more particularly, to an
apparatus for etching a substrate that is suitable for

etching a semiconductor substrate used for a
semiconductor device. 2. Description of the Related Art In

recent years, with the advance of miniaturization of a
semiconductor device, a gate length of a transistor formed
on a semiconductor substrate has decreased. As a result,

when a polysilicon layer used as a gate electrode and other
layers are etched, there is a problem in that the fine
patterning of a semiconductor substrate is difficult. A
method of etching a substrate by using a reactive ion

etching apparatus (RIE) that causes plasma of a halogen-
containing gas such as Cl2, F2, BCl3 and so on, has been

proposed for solving this problem. This method is called an
RIE apparatus (see Japanese Patent Laid-open Publication
Nos. 11-206283 and 10-177063, for example). With the
increasing miniaturization of a transistor formed on a

semiconductor substrate, the RIE method is c6a93da74d
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